
Tutorial by Virdian 

Metallic material in MSFS2020 
 

Set up: 
1. Find the _COMP texture for the part of the plane you want to be metallic in the official 

texture folder. It will have the same name as the colour texture but ending with _COMP 
instead of _ALBD. 

a. Example: B747 Hull is 747_8i_AIRFRAME_HULL_COMP.PNG.DDS 
2. Open it in your favourite image painter software (I will use Photoshop for the example) 
3. In that special texture, each colour channel represents a different material value: 

a. Red: the ambient occlusion (AO) value. It represents the amount of light that can 
reach that part of the object. You will not need to modify that. 

b. Green: the roughness value. This one control how the light is reflected by the 
material. A black value means that the light will reflect like a mirror (completely 
smooth), a white value means that the light will reflect in a random direction 
(completely rough). You might need to modify this value to get a rougher, or 
smoother look. 

c. Blue: the metalness value. This one control how metallic your material is. A black 
value means not metallic at all (ie diffuse), while a white value means that the 
material is completely metallic.  

 

The Red, Green, Blue, and resulting RGB channel of the B747 Hull texture 

4. To modify only one of those channels in Photoshop, you will need to isolate it. 
a. Switch from the Layer tab to the Channel tab 
b. Select the channel you want to modify, and hide the others 

 

Setup to modify the Blue (metalness) channel 
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Example: 
1. Here I modified the hull texture of the B747 to add metal on the front part of the hull. Only 

the blue channel was modified as shown below. 

 

Modified blue channel and resulting material on the B747 
 

2. By modifying the Green channel, you can modify the roughness of the reflection. Here I 
change that value to achieve various level of roughness, from rough to smooth. 

 

Modified green channel and resulting material on the B747 
 

3. You can also use a texture to paint the roughness value to get and old/dirty or brushed 
metallic look: 

 

Modified green channel and resulting material on the B747 using a noise texture 
 

4. The uv layout being the same for the comp and colour textures, you can copy part of the 
colour texture to the comp, and vice versa. This can be useful if you have some text that you 
do not want to be metallic for example. 
 

 
 


